
 

 

ABSTRACT 

This thesis investigates gestural beats in Chinese narrative discourse at both 

pragmatic and acoustic levels. The relationship among grounding, information state 

and beat gestures is examined at the pragmatic level, and at the acoustic level, the 

relationship among pitch, intensity, and gestural beats is analyzed. Moreover, whether 

there is a rhythmic pattern for beat gestures is further studied. The subjects were four 

undergraduates who were asked to view an animated color cartoon episode and then 

to immediately recount the events in it to a listener. The subjects were audio-video 

taped. They were not informed of the particular interest of the study. 291 beats were 

transcribed and analyzed. The audio data was analyzed on Praat and a Kay’s Model 

4100. The continuous beats were further analyzed to investigate the rhythmic patterns 

and were annotated in Anvil, a video annotation tool. Gestural beats, narrative data, 

and the annotations were statistically analyzed and five phenomena for beat gestures 

were explored. First, gestural beats can appear in both foregrounded and 

backgrounded clauses. Second, the occurrence of beat gestures signals shifts between 

levels of the narrative structure. Third, speakers usually incline to utter new 

information in foregrounded clauses in Chinese narrative discourse with 

accompanying beats. Fourth, neither intensity nor pitch changes can predict and 

correlate with the occurrence of gestural beats in the relationship between beats and 

two acoustic factors. However, when grounding and the information state of the 

associated referents are considered, beats are produced for new information in 

foregrounded clauses with greater intensity. Finally, there is a rhythmic pattern in the 

production of continuous beats and the regularity of the patterns correlates with the 

clause boundary. A close relationship is revealed between speech and gestures in this 

thesis. The findings provide some linguistic details that may help explore the 

performance of gestural beats and speech in Chinese narrative discourse. 
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